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00:17:53 Sumithri Venketasubramanian: Hi all - Sumithri from The Australia Institute here, 

joining from Ngunnawal and Ngambri Country. Thanks for joining us today. Looking forward to a 

great webinar! 

 

A little reminder, the chat has options for ‘all panellists’ or ‘all panellists and attendees’. Choose the 

latter option to participate in the chat with everyone.   

 

Also, use the Q&A function to submit questions for the panel to answer live! 

00:18:35 Angelika Heurich: Hi from Anaiwan lands - Uralla NSW 

00:18:40 Kerryn Higgs: Hello all from Kerryn on Birpai country near Wauchope 

00:18:47 Dr Bev Majda: Hello everyone from Kaurna Country (Adelaide Plains) 

00:19:03 Carl Stevens: Hello everyone from the land of the Bunurong people, Mornington 

Peninsula Victoria 

00:19:07 Jo Barkworth: G'day from a beautiful sunny Meanjin/Brisbane currently on the 

land of the Turrbul people 

00:19:18 Marion Gevers: Hi from Awabakal and Worimi Country, Newcastle. Never ceded. 

00:19:25 Jill Redwood: Bidwell, Gunnair Kurnail and Quoll and Glider lands. 

00:19:28 Rudolf (Rudy) Blums: Hallo from Belgrave, Wurundjeri land. All welcome. 

00:19:30 Dr Bev Majda: Be well soon Ebony 

00:19:34 Carl Stevens: Look after yourself Eb! 

00:19:45 Gerard (Gerry) Biddle: Hi all from Gerry Biddle Wadawurrung Country 

00:19:53 Stephen Pritchard: Hi from Wardandi country! 

00:19:54 Robynne Burchell: Good afternoon from the unceded lands of  Bidwel country 

00:20:00 Carl Stevens: It sure does feel like real positive change 

00:20:05 Nicole Adler: Good afternoon from Sydney on Gadigal land 

00:20:16 Mirjana Jovetic: Hi all from Wurundjeri land 

00:20:17 John Knox: Take care Ebony - get well soon... 

00:20:22 Caroline Skelley: Bujari Gamarruwa  from Gadigal Land 

00:20:22 Anne Layton-Bennett: Hi from northern lutruwita/Tasmania & hope you'll soon be 

better Ebony 

00:20:23 Shani Williams: Niina Marni from Kaurna country 

00:20:50 Keith Johnson: Greetings from a wet Perth 

00:20:56 Rob Calvert: The Coalition hasn't changed at all 

00:21:01 Meg Nielsen: Greetings from Meg from Bungalung country. 
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00:21:04 Kathleen Davies: Such a positive start. I had forgotten what governance 

actually looks like...... 

00:21:05 leanne minshull: Feels  better down here in Lutruwita/Tasmania 

00:21:11 Carl Stevens: Listening earlier to Senator Murray Watt at NPC and he’s doing a lot 

in the agriculture portfolio. This is a competent government 

00:21:23 John Knox: Hello from Wurundjeri woi-wurrung land 

00:21:50 Anne Layton-Bennett: We finally have some adults in charge of the country. 

00:22:00 Jo Garnett: They are shining a light on the LNP's incompetence and corruption - 

running fast to catch up with governing the country 

00:22:15 Annie Ryan: Lots of actual talent in this new govt. And committed to a social 

contract. So good. 

00:22:22 Mike Aubrey: no usually because there is so much screwed up....to fix 

00:22:58 Angelika Heurich: @JoGarnett I think the Libs & Nats are doing that as well 

00:23:09 Angelika Heurich: on themselves that is 

00:23:13 Mike Aubrey: trying to watch this and his NPC speech 

00:23:27 Kathryn Boles: I have to keep reminding myself that the good guys are in power 

whenever they mention the prime minister or treasurer. I automatically cringe and then I remember 

the LNP is not in power any more. 

00:23:27 Jo Garnett:      

00:23:47 Carl Stevens: Yes Annie! 

00:23:55 BARBARA BAIKIE: Hello from Ngunnawal country 

00:24:03 Gerard (Gerry) Biddle: Certainly a big improvement with the change to Labor and 

Greens and Teals. 

00:24:28 Brett Edgerton: Hello everyone from the land of the Turbull people (Brisbane) 

00:24:30 Pauline Brown: Hello from Dja Dja Wurrung country. 

00:24:36 Marion Gevers: Any chance that stage 3 tax cuts could become a non-core promise? 

It's so important to get rid of those! It would be obscene to proceed with those. 

00:24:42 Cheryl Tonkin: There is a lot of relief resting on this government together with 

expectation. 

00:25:16 Cheryl Tonkin: Marion we all hope so. 

00:25:20 Stephen Pritchard: Great to hear the new vibe around Federal politics is better. 

Sad to think Labor has to rush to do a lot in a short time because some 'don't think Labor should be 

the natural party of government'. Why this ongoing myth? 

00:25:30 Anne Layton-Bennett: Agree about the tax cuts Marion. Definitely need to ditch 

those. 
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00:26:41 Bella Anis: agreed 

00:26:49 Rob Sturrock: honeymoons don't last very long anymroe 

00:27:04 Meg Nielsen: A feeling of hope & relief despite all the work required to fix the 

horrendous mess left by Coalition govt. 

00:27:11 suzie macdougall: short memories 

00:27:13 Eileen Whitehead: Not only tax cuts but also the ridiculous amount of money 

for nuclear submarines that are completely unnecessary for Australian defence - $billions! 

00:27:43 Jo Garnett: Who are 'ordinary' people? 

00:28:17 Eileen Whitehead: He! Not many left. 

00:28:32 Rob Sturrock: what else could govt do at this point, 10 weeks in? 

00:29:50 Cheryl Tonkin: How do you get involved with the Poll ? 

00:29:59 Marjorie Henzell: Hello from Anaiwan Country(Armidale NSW) where we have 

been dealing with Covid Continuing to feel so proud of the Albanese Labor government. 

00:30:13 Mitzi Tuke: good question, Cheryl 

00:30:35 Eileen Whitehead: Rubbish Katherine. Higher wages do not cause inflation. 

00:30:54 james ross: polls have to be random.  you cant ask to be involved.... 

00:31:05 Cate Cooper: Eileen, I think it's the fact that wages can't keep up with inflation 

00:31:10 Elizabeth Robinson: Inflation is related to huge profits not wage increases. 

00:31:41 Eileen Whitehead: Absolutely. Interesting that the RBA has started to raise 

rates the moment the ALP came into power! 

00:31:46 Cheryl Tonkin: Think there is a lot of opportunism indemic in our inflation problem. 

00:32:34 Jo Barkworth: Inflation generally is due to World factors, not local factors. Interest 

change will not materially impact inflation. 

00:32:38 Cate Cooper: With the fuel tax credit, better to end it now, than later. Might also 

help with EV uptake and cleaner fuel 

00:33:08 Di Wykes: Agree @Cate 

00:33:15 Karen Jones: crazy to extend fuel excise subsidy - its simply giving petrol 

companies additional profit!! 

00:33:48 Cheryl Tonkin: Fuel prices not appearing to have alleviated road usage. Not keeping 

cars off the road. 

00:33:51 Jo Barkworth: Fuel prices seem to have dropped a lot recently 

00:33:51 Carl Stevens: Agree @Karen Jones 

00:33:56 Darryl Fallow: Yes Cate we need cleaner fuel -the introduction of a mandatory fuel 

efficiency standard would be a good idea. 
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00:34:07 robert taylor: I have to say that im pleasantly surprised at the manner in which 

this new Govt. has taken on the many challenges we / they face. I hope they don't try to rush to 

much through and just deliver good basic government for all. 

00:34:16 Eileen Whitehead: No problem with EVs 

00:34:45 Andrew Barty-King: Well said RT 

00:35:20 Cate Cooper: 184 Billion! 

00:35:43 Cate Cooper: How many hospitals and schools would that provide 

00:36:01 Cate Cooper: How much social housing? 

00:36:10 Cheryl Tonkin: Or put dental into medicare ??? 

00:36:13 Eileen Whitehead: Plus the $200billion on nueclear subs! 

00:36:22 Brett Edgerton: Inflation is difficult one as it is going to be the worst of both worlds. 

Interest rates on savings accounts will remain below inflation so retirees will go backwards. And 

since we have some of the highest house prices in the world, borrowers will still be in major strife. 

People will not be interested in considering whether the inflation is local or internationally derived 

and that will be very difficult to manage especially since both sides of politics are guilty of creating 

and managing a housing bubble economy... 

00:37:15 Cate Cooper: Agree Brett 

00:37:38 Jo Barkworth: Maybe, Brett, but they are interested in why interest rates should 

go up if that won't fix the problem, and the mortgage stress they are under 

00:37:43 Carl Stevens: If the Libs support No they will align themselves with PHON and 

show their true colours 

00:38:33 Angelika Heurich: It seems the opposition is determined to oppose everything, 

so their stance on the Voice may sit in the no camp 

00:38:44 Cate Cooper: It's like deciding that you will build a house before deciding what the 

house looks like 

00:38:45 Karen Jones: good analysis of the critical risk Pete 

00:39:08 Nicole Adler: The abolition of the Indue CDC was a good first step. 

00:40:05 Rob Calvert: @Cate ...more like deciding to build and then going to an architect 

00:40:11 Angelika Heurich: Agree, but he Basics car needs review as well, @Nicole 

00:40:19 Angelika Heurich: card 

00:40:36 Stephen Pritchard: Well put Peter: 'accepting an RSVP' akin to accepting a First 

Nations Voice to Parliament in the Constitution. 

00:40:44 Cate Cooper: Either way Rob, you have to make the first decision 

00:40:48 Nicole Adler: @Angelica yes, absolutely! 

00:41:28 Rob Calvert: @Cate ....agree a decision is urgently required 
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00:41:50 Karen Jones: how much slower could oyu possible go??? 

00:42:56 Karen Jones: He needs to come out really strong!! Churchill style rhetoric! 

00:43:07 Eric Hunter: Sorry -trying to find analogies to a unique principle is likely to be 

counter-productive because they don't really fit this situation. 

00:43:56 Eileen Whitehead: https://www.pressreader.com/australia/the-saturday-

paper/20220806/281599539264240 

00:44:08 Rob Calvert: States are already moving to treaties 

00:44:53 jennifer manson: It needs to be presented as an opportunity for us all to 

access indigenous knowledge and wisdom 

00:44:56 Peter Monie: If we cannot ditch the Stage 3 Tax Cuts, can we either amend them 

or introduce a Windfall Profits tax on the foreign Fossil Fuels exports - that’s what we need urgently 

00:44:57 Nicole Adler: Yes @Rob Rev Fred Nile and the Greens have been busy in that 

regard 

00:45:35 Murray Sayle: 43% emissions reduction is too low in a #ClimateCrisis, but a mile 

ahead of the COALition, Record Fires, record floods #Lismore  Records beach erosion, LNP never 

again. 

00:46:04 jennifer manson: The Voice is a chance for us all to learn from our indigenous 

people and gain info from them. 

00:46:52 Brian O'Farrell: they will need to explain how the Voice is different to reinstating 

ATSIC 

00:47:08 David Karr: With the passing of the environmental legislation, do you believe 

that LaboUr needs to work with the oppostition towards a consensus on this issue. Otherwise with a 

change in political fortunes we will be back to where we were under the coalition 

00:47:17 Eric Hunter: Pete and Katherine both have hit the nail on the head. I also 

recommend Constitutional expert Anne Twomey's justification and rationale for the Voice. See The 

Conversation, July 2020. 

00:47:36 Nicole Adler:        

00:47:37 Sumithri Venketasubramanian: Just a reminder to use the Q&A function to submit 

questions for the panel to answer live! 

00:47:40 David Karr: If the Voice is a 4th level of political discussion, it will NOT fly. 

Indigenous people need to be recognised as original inhabitants and users of Australia. They have 

been extremely badly treated. They need to be consulted on issues that impact on them through 

consensus discussion. But again NOT another level of attempted governance 

00:47:51 jennifer manson: A cvoice is a chance to gain another perspective on all issues 

affecting Australians. 

00:48:20 Murray Sayle: Native Forest are being cut down killing our native animals, enough 

is enough #VoteYes 
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00:49:33 Sumithri Venketasubramanian: https://australiainstitute.org.au/event/uluru-

statement-from-the-heart-sydney-peace-prize-winner-2/ 

00:49:42 Stephen Pritchard: If the Libs go 'full Tony Abbott' on the Voice referendum 

then it will make them even more irrelevant in Australian politics. I can't see younger people 

warming to such a political party in the future. 

00:49:47 Caroline Reid: Stopping calling it a mysterious ‘Voice’ might help - cant we just call 

it an advisory body of First Nations people? 

00:50:10 Karen Jones: @David Karr there's explicitly no intention for a 4th level 

government (except as scare tactics amongst the naysayers) 

00:50:13 jannene kyytsonen: It will be great to see voice reflect indigenous values as 

separate from euro centric one 

00:50:33 vIDA gAIGALAS: why not call it VOICES.. it won't be all a united voice, people will 

have various views and issues 

00:51:35 jennifer manson: Agree Caroline!  It's made to appear like something 

mysterious and opaque. 

00:51:38 vIDA gAIGALAS: even better BLAK VOICES 

00:52:30 Caroline Reid: Pocock is on about fixing dodgy forestry assets - This stuff 

https://twitter.com/pollyjhemming/status/1491288193215639552?s=21&t=Z_QkA7tzjNhWcpnfcdn

vhw 

00:52:57 Elizabeth Robinson: There should be a moratorium. 

00:53:12 Cheryl Tonkin: Concerned that the 43% floor is the equilivant of bailing out the 

Titanic with a jam tin. 

00:53:56 Karen Jones: the concept of "Voice" with a capital V encompasses the idea of 

multiple and diverse voices, lower case v. 

00:54:01 jennifer manson: Perhaps Cheryl, but at least it's a step forward and easy to 

build upon 

00:54:02 Cate Cooper: Agree Cheryl, but with the certainty offered by the legislation, 

private investment will hopefully push us way past 43% 

00:54:04 Caroline Reid: Pocock also wants emissions impact assessments on major 

government expenditure proposals 

00:54:05 Jo Barkworth: Agree, Cheryl. But it is a starting point for better. If we only reach 

43% by 2030 we are all in trouble 

00:54:32 Eric Hunter: Agree Ebony. If you don't quite understand what the Uluru 

Statement is about, look at lest week's TAI webinar with Pat Anderson and Megan Davis ( who have 

also co-authored the three point draft Constitutional wording ( so despite some misinformation, it 

was not a political or bureaucratic exercise).  We don't have to wait to be told what our First 

Australians have asked for ( at the invitation of the Coalition in 2015). There's plenty of information 

already available if we care to look. 
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00:54:43 leonie cowan: Tanya hasn't rejected it yet 

00:54:48 Dr Bev Majda: Well said @KarenJones 

00:55:02 Caroline Reid: Palmer mine was unlikely anyway and it hasn’t been knocked back 

yet 

00:55:14 Elizabeth Robinson: What about fuel efficiency standards? 

00:55:37 Kathleen Davies: Removing barriers to EV adoption are also important - like 

Vic EV tax.... 

00:55:39 Jo Barkworth: MOST Australians drive very short distances and rarely, if ever drive 

huge distances 

00:55:42 Murray Sayle: Plugshare.com range is not a major issue 

00:56:01 Ron Lawler: ATSIC was a voice to government and not to parliament. When it 

was reviewed in 2003 there were some key improvements suggested. This review was ignored and 

the fact that there was no guarantee in the constitution meant that the major parties, in discomfort 

politically, as a consequence raced to the bottom. This meant they agreed to massacre the whole 

concept of a Voice rather than improve it. In my view the big issue was the involvement in service 

delivery at the expense of focussing on policy and strategy. 

00:57:09 Eric Hunter: Yes Ron, 

00:57:40 jannene kyytsonen: Economics will drive energy policy and implementation, but 

transport needs federal regulation for interoperability of EV chargers. We need  to future proof 

ability to both draw and charge using EV batteries. 

00:58:03 Cate Cooper: John Barilaro, the word you are looking for is KARMA, not trauma 

00:58:21 Caroline Reid: Current EVs in Australia cannot tow caravans, do heavy work. Need 

larger stronger vehicles - it’s not just range that is a problem or price 

00:58:30 jennifer manson: Yes Cate, yet he sees himself as a victim.  Pathetic. 

00:58:44 Cate Cooper: Caroline, that's not true 

00:59:10 jannene kyytsonen: @ Caroline check about towing ? 

00:59:25 Darryl Fallow: “He is a victim!” - Poor soul! 

00:59:36 Cate Cooper: There's just no Ute model available yet 

01:00:11 Caroline Reid: Yes, work EV VEHICLES are required not just short range city cars 

01:00:19 Jo Barkworth: You don't have to have a ute to tow a caravan. My dad used to tow 

a van with a Ford Capri! 

01:00:20 Anne Layton-Bennett: Caroline, I think there are EV buses now, and certainly 

trucks, so please check. EVs have come a long way pretty quickly. 

01:00:36 Cate Cooper: The problem with EV towing is that the extra weight reduces range 

01:00:37 Caroline Reid: @Anne I said ‘affordable’ 
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01:00:37 Eric Hunter: You're right Ron.I worked for ATSIC for a short while and to my 

mind, there was fault on all sides - the Labor Government, the largely white staff in Central office 

and the lack of fiscal training for the regional and rural Indigenous representatives.  And, of course, 

the Howard Government found it most convenient to blame the Indigenous staff. 

01:00:42 leonie cowan: Chris Minns voted against the Great Koala National Park and 

supported heavy penalities against peaceful protest.  Unfortunately 

01:01:07 Jo Barkworth: 400 km range is available 

01:01:13 Caroline Reid: @Cate exactly going reduces range 

01:01:42 Tracey Hamilton: Love my EV. Never have to go to a petrol station again 

01:02:01 Cate Cooper: I'd be happy with 200km range when towing 

01:02:11 Jo Barkworth: QLD Gov is increasing availability of charging points. Noone should 

be driving more than 200 km without a break 

01:02:20 Caroline Reid: Speaking of Trump FBI is looking for illegally removed government 

documents which is an offence under US Federal law 

01:02:46 Cheryl Tonkin: I'm hanging out for a small, practical SUV Ev that is reasonably 

priced. Guess I'm expecting too much. 

01:03:10 Cate Cooper: Kia Niro? 

01:03:35 jennifer manson: As Ebony says, it's about integrity.  It's also about gender 

and who's best for the job, rather than one of the boys. 

01:03:37 Mike Aubrey: Kia Niro...good one 

01:03:39 Elizabeth Robinson: 2 yrs wait Kate 

01:03:41 Caroline Reid: Price is the biggest issue with EVs and getting the types of vehicle 

builds we need in Australia. We do not all live in cities and often travel a long way with heavy loads. 

01:03:57 Anne Layton-Bennett: Cheryl, check out the BYD range of EVs. I have one on order. 

That's Build Your Dream BTW 

01:04:10 Cheryl Tonkin: Thanks Anne. 

01:04:12 Kathleen Davies: Such a pity that we have lost TRUST in the institutions. 

01:04:29 jennifer manson: Clearly in NSW merit is less important than politics. 

01:04:53 Denise Rawling: so well said KM.  the institutions need to defend their purpose and 

that is the people functioning in them.  A good reminder. 

01:05:22 Rob Sturrock: America's best days are behind it, in our lifetimes 

01:05:23 Meg Nielsen: Coalition with the Nationals needs to looked at very closely by the 

Liberals. From my experience with the Nationals is that the majority have no understanding or 

concern for environment or climate & entrenched jobs for the boys entitlement issues. 

01:05:26 Jim Spithill: This is the Rusty Bowers position at the Jan 6th hearings: simply, 

having a personal moral compass. 
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01:05:31 Dr Bev Majda: Excellent! Great input as always murpharoo 

01:06:25 jannene kyytsonen: The decline of the values and ethics of the population of a 

declining empire is sad. We are maintaining a worrying alliance with old empires of UK and USA and 

their relevance depravation attitudes. Rather see us grow closer to Quad and growing powers in Asia 

( Vietnam, Indonesia , Malaysia etc. etc) 

01:06:29 Di Wykes: It is the result of senior appointments in the public service 

increasing becoming politically aligned over time. 

01:06:30 james ross: or a rusty moral compass? 

01:07:12 Tony Simons: The Inquiry should also look at any role in the Trade Commissioners 

creation by Shredder Gladys. 

01:07:31 Philip Derham: Tax cuts = benefiting the rich - and supported by the rich 

parliamentarians! 

01:07:42 Cheryl Tonkin: KM, think your polling has failed you on the State 3 cuts. 

01:07:45 Cate Cooper: deferring is not abandoning 

01:07:50 Caroline Reid: Tax the gas exporters and fix the budget. Multinational tax 

discussion paper is out and Chalmers invited input on that topic 

01:08:16 Stephen Pritchard: Good points being made about 'trust in institutions'. One 

responsibility of the new Labor government, by their ongoing conduct as well as their words, will be 

to improve respect for government institutions. Otherwise, we continue to slide in the direction the 

US has gone. 

01:08:21 Caroline Reid: No one supports stage 3 tax cuts when you explain it to them 

01:08:34 Cate Cooper: Could always have a budget repair levy on both high income earners 

and corporations 

01:08:41 Murray Sayle: Delay stage 3 tax cuts 

01:08:51 Jim Spithill: Can stage 3 cuts be capped at say the $$ amount at twice average 

weekly earnings becoming a cap for all higher incomes? 

01:09:10 Keith Johnson: Cancel Stage 3 Tax Cuts 

01:09:11 Kathleen Davies: Plenty of money could be saved by stopping fossil fuel 

subsidies 

01:09:11 Karen Jones: AND ditch all subsidies on Fossil Fuel companies, gas expansions 

etc,and ban policial donations from FF companies 

01:09:22 Cate Cooper: YES Karen! 

01:09:29 jannene kyytsonen: Would think inflationary impact of tax cuts would knock 

them off agenda? 

01:09:37 Ron Lawler: Thanks Eric. The fatal difference was that Howard personally saw no 

place for any kind of First Nations representative body from the late 1980s. I managed the support 

to the ATSIC regional elected arm in SW NSW for 12 years. I saw what was possible but giving the 
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elected arm the power to allocate funding to service delivery organisations gave a perception of 

institutionalised pork barrelling - more perception than reality from where I worked. They were not 

the inventors of pork barrelling! 

01:09:44 Caroline Reid: Just letting people know the multinational tax cheat paper has been 

released for consultation. Have your input here: https://treasury.gov.au/sites/default/files/2022-

08/c2022-297736-cp.pdf 

01:09:58 Cheryl Tonkin: Incredible the amount of incompetence & corruption that has been 

involved with our gas industry/supplies. The rorting is criminal. 

01:10:25 Murray Sayle: Gas companies pay not tax and are killing the planet 

01:10:31 Caroline Reid: Gas export sector has Labor blackmailed and Madeleine King in their 

pocket 

01:10:37 Karen Jones: but that's history Katherine - public perceptions have shifted greatly 

since the Rudd Gillard era 

01:11:12 Caroline Reid: Gas has never been a transition fuel and remember all our 

pharmaceuticals and plastics come from it 

01:11:22 jannene kyytsonen: We need better forensic accountants following money trail 

from fossil furel companies to political system? 

01:11:23 Cate Cooper: What ever happened to Government of the People For the People 

By the People? Do we have Government of the people for the rich by the rich 

01:11:25 Karen Jones: the "transition fuel' was simply a marketing ploy of Morrison's - no 

history or sunstance 

01:11:31 Murray Sayle: EV Utes https://thedriven.io/2022/08/08/powerwalls-on-wheels-

the-plan-to-make-electric-utes-in-australia/ 

01:11:41 John Knox: I call it what it is #FossilGas 

01:11:51 Carol Bailey: Everything about 'clean gas' and 'clean coal' was a lie! 

01:11:56 Cate Cooper: Thanks Murray 

01:12:05 Mitzi Tuke: its liquid methane 

01:12:09 John Knox: natural gas is a marketing term from the #FossilFuel industry 

01:12:12 Cate Cooper: Yes Mitzi 

01:12:33 Murray Sayle: LNG is 94% methane 

01:12:56 Meg Nielsen: yes Carol Bailey! 

01:13:30 Karen Jones: natural gas  natural coal - that's a red herring Pete       

01:13:30 Cate Cooper: ooooh! Can't get that image out of my head now! Coal in a lumpy 

leotard 

01:13:58 Kathleen Davies: ScoMo would say 'don't be afraid'! 
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01:14:07 Cate Cooper: haha 

01:14:23 Stephen Pritchard: Crazy idea but … how about a 'budget repair levy' equal to 

the stage 3 tax cuts, levied only on the those receiving the tax cuts - cancelling the effect of the tax 

cuts? Then, Labor keeps its promise! A win-win! (Yes, as I said, it was a crazy idea.) 

01:14:24 Cate Cooper: The stuff nightmares are made of 

01:14:26 Mitzi Tuke: we are so behind on wind 

01:14:28 Meg Nielsen: Yes Karen Jones...a red herring. 

01:14:40 Cate Cooper: I like it Stephen! 

01:14:53 Eric Hunter: Coal gas ( remember it?) was also a "natural" gas. 

01:15:00 jannene kyytsonen: Would be interesting to see an AI version of a future 

Australia, independent of cultural and unconscious bias and cognitive limitations. Would love to see 

tech futurists paint ecologically sound roadmap? 

01:15:06 jennifer manson: Stephen, great idea, levy only on the higher levels of income 

01:15:35 Cate Cooper: Maybe the levy should exceed the stage three cuts by 1% or so 

01:16:05 Stephen Pritchard: Yes, Cate, that would be even better! 

01:16:26 Karen Jones: @ Stephen - I think your levy idea is a winner! 

01:16:26 Carl Stevens: Thankyou Ed, Katharine and Pete: another valuable discussion on a 

range of big topics. 

01:16:36 jennifer manson: jannene sadly AI technicians have masses of bias (conscious 

and unconscious) based on the homogeneity of the workforce 

01:16:47 jannene kyytsonen: The nuclear game is an ambit bid to open up selling more 

uranium to global market sidestepping bans. 

01:16:56 Leonora Ritter: Thanks for another great session. 

01:17:09 Cate Cooper: Plus you can't use loop holes to escape the levy 

01:17:10 Murray Sayle: France has turned down Nuclear power as the rivers are too hot 

01:17:18 Cheryl Tonkin: An Enquiry by the IPA ??? 

01:17:18 Mary Stephens: Thank you all for another interesting hour. 

01:17:21 Karen Jones: how does burying nuclear waste protect the future of the planet? 

01:17:32 Nicole Adler: I am an invest in energy storage person - federal infrastructure 

required 

01:18:01 Carol Bailey: I takes more than 10 years to build and commission a nuclear 

reactor and I do not believe one has ever been successfully decommissioned. 

01:18:06 Jo Barkworth: We will NEVER need to have dangerous nuclear in this country. AND 

just another target for those who might threaten us. 
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01:18:07 Cate Cooper: Good poit KM 

01:18:11 Angelika Heurich: Great discussion by panel and in the chat... thanks 

everyone! 

01:18:13 Cate Cooper: *point 

01:18:13 Tony Simons: Thanks for a great forum 

01:18:17 Darryl Fallow: Thanks Ebony, Katharine, Pete and all - another interesting session 

01:18:19 Karen Jones: and it can only be developed by the elite billionaires ...etc 

01:18:22 Mitzi Tuke: ++ Jo 

01:18:46 Karen Jones: lets such the option out of the nuclear debate - ignore it 

01:18:46 Cate Cooper: ++Jo 

01:18:56 Karen Jones: suck the oxegyn 

01:18:59 jennifer manson: Thankyou all!!!! 

01:19:00 Anne Layton-Bennett: Thanks for another great discussion everyone - on and off 

the chat! 

01:19:04 Stephen Pritchard: Good sense, Katharine Murphy, on the futility of pursuing 

nuclear energy to address our current and future energy needs. 

01:19:04 Meg Nielsen: Thank you for your wisdom...great forum. 

01:19:07 Cate Cooper: Thanks all 

01:19:08 jannene kyytsonen: thx, back to AI summit from HK 


